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1. Introduction
We consider the Schrϋdinger operator for one particle subjected to an
external potential — V(x), x=(xly x2, x3)&Rl, and a homogeneous magnetic field
of magnitude b>0 along the x3 axis. Under a suitable normalization of units,
this operator is described in the following form:

H = (A-^2/2)2+(A+^ι/2)2+βi- V(x) , Dj = -idβxj .
If V(x)-+Q as |#|->oo, then H has essential spectrum beginning at b and
discrete spectrum below the bottom b([l]). We denote by ΛΓ(χ), λ>0, the
number of eigenvalues less than b— λ of H with repetitoin according to multiplicities. The aim of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior as λ-*0 of
N(\) when H has an infinite number of eigenvalues below the bottom b of
essential spectrum.
We assume V(x) to satisfy the following
ASSUMPTION (V)m.
m>0 such that

(i) V(x) is positive and (^-smooth,
m

m

C "\xy- ^ V(x) ^ C<x>~ ,

(ii) There exists

C> 1 ,

and [dV/dxjl ^C/XX-*-1, where <*>-(!+ |*|2)1/2.
We now formulate the main theorem. Under the above assumption, H is
essentially self-adjoint in C*o(Rl). We denote by the same notation H its selfadjoint realization in L2(Rl).
Theorem 1. Assume (V)m and denote by N(\), λ>0,, the number of
eigenvalues less than b — \ of H.
(i) IfQ<m<2,then

(1.1)

N(\) = ΛΓ0(χ; F)(l+o(l)) ,

λ- 0 ,
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where
ΛΓ0(χ; V) = 2(2πΓ2b j (V(x)-\W*dx

(1.2)

with (V(x)— λ)+— max(0, V(x)— λ) and the integration with no domain attached
is taken over the whole space.
(ii)
Ifm>2,ΐhen
(1.3)

N(\) = ΛΓ0(χ; F)(l+o(l)) ,

λ -> 0 ,

where
ΛΓ0(λ; F) - (2^)-J

(1.4)
with PF(*')=

F(*', *3)έ£κ3.

By a simple calculation, we see that N(\) behaves like O(λ1/2~3/IM), 0<w<2,
and like O(λ~1/(m"υ), *»>2, as λ-* 0. It should be noted that ΛΓ(λ)-»oo as λ-* 0
even in the case m>2. This is one of main differences between the b=0 and
£ΦO cases. As is well known, the number of negative eigenvalues is finite in
the case b=0 for m>2.
The class of potentials we here consider is rather restrictive. In section 5
we will extend the above theorem to a wider class of potentials with singularities
which includes the Coulomb potential l / \ x \ as a typical example. This theorem
can be also extended to the case of many particle systems. If the bottom of
essential spectrum is determined only by two cluster decompositions, then the
problem is reduced to the case of one particle systems. We will discuss the
details elsewhere.
We conclude this section by stating the recent result related to the main
theorem. In [9], the following class of potentials has bene studied:
p

(i) sup((l+|* 3 |) F(*', x3)dx3<oo

for

(ii) W(x')=Φ(xΊ\x'\)\x'\-*+o(\x'\- ),a>09™ |*'|->oo.
Roughly speaking, (V)m with m>3 implies (i). The argument in [9] seems to
rely on the homogeneous property (ii) and uses a special information on the
eigenfunctions of the unperturbed operator

(1.5)

flβ

= (A-^2/2)2+(A+^ι/2)2+Di .

Thus, our theorem may be considered as a slight extension to a class of slowly
decaying potentials without homogeneous property (ii), although the proof here
is quite different from that in [9]. In particular, we do not require any information on the eigenfunctions of HQ.
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2. Asymptotics for N(\) in the case 0<ιw<2
In this section we deal with the case 0<w<2 and prove the asymptotic
formula (1.1). The proof is based on the min-max principle.
Let H0 be defined by (1.5). Let £?*=(0, R)3 be the cube domain with side
R. We consider H^ over QR under zero Dirichlet boundary conditions and
denote by NR(\) the number of eigenvalues less than λ. The following lemma
due to Colin de Verdiere [3] plays an essential role in proving (1.1).
Lemma 2.1. Let the notations be as above.
dependent of λ, R and A, 0<A<R/2, such that
(i)
(ii)
where vb(\}=2(2πY2 ΣΓ-o *(λ-(2/+l)δ)ϊ/2.

Then there exists C0>0 in-

Proof of (1.1). We first give the upper bound for N(\). Let Q(z\ R) be
the open cube with center z and side R. For any δ>0 small enough, we
can construct a disjoint cube covering {£)(#/; /?/)}/! i such that

for Ol independent of j and δ ([8]). Let {X/}~-ι be a partition of unity subject to the above covering with the following properties: (i) lXfj^C^(R3x) has support in Q(*j 9 (l+S)Rj) y (ii) O^X^l and Σ7-ι χj=l; (iii) |8?%; | ^CΛ(8Rj)^
for CΛ independent of Rj and δ.If we denote by ( , ) the scalar product in L2(Rl)y
then we have by partial integration that
(Hu, u) = Σ7-ι {(#%/", %^)-(l V%y| 2 tf, u)>
for ι/eCcΓ(/?J). As is easily seen, the number if{Λ; supp % Λ Πsupp %, Φφ} is
bounded uniformly in j and δ and also

for such a pair (&j).
(2.1)

Thus it follows from property (iii) that

(Hu, «)^ΣS"-ι<(Hκ,«, XyuJ-Qδ- Λy^β, χyιι)}.

We now put

Then, by (2.1) and Lemma 2.1, the min-max principle shows that
(2.2)

with μ+^V+j+C^Rjt+b. By assumption (V)m, 0<m<2, we have Rj2=
o(V+i) as |*y|->oo and V(x)=(\+O(8))V+j for *eQ(*y; (l+SJΛy). Hence we
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see that the term on the right side of (2.2) behv behaves like
(2.3)

2(2πΓ2b J

(V(x)-\)\/2dx(l+0(S))+o(\V2-«m)

as λ->0, where the order relation O(δ) is uniform in λ. This gives the upper
bound for 7V(λ).
The lower bound is obtained in a similar way. We put

and use again Lemma 2.1 with A=8Rj to obtain

with μ-j=V..j— C08~2/?72+i, C0 being as in Lemma 2.1. The term on the
right side obeys the same asymptotic formula as in (2.3). This proves (1.1). Π

3. Bounds for N(\) in the case τn>2
In the present and next sections we deal with the case m>2. We first
establish a bound for Λf(λ), which is used to prove the asymptotic formula
(1.3) in the next section.
Proposition 3.1. Assume V(x) to satisfy (V)m, m>2. Then there exists Cv
depending on V(x) such that

for any λ>0.
Proof. The proof is long and is divided into several steps. Throughout
the proof, we fix b=l and assume, without loss of generality, that V(x)^C°°(Rl)
and
(3.1)

|9?F(*)|^CΛ<*>-»'-ι-ι

for any multi-index α.
f

3.1. Let p=(pι, p2) be the variables dual to x =(x1> x2).
linear transformation R4-^>R4 by

We define the

y2 = pi+Xz/2 , q2 = p2-xJ2 ,
so that χί=yl— q2 and x2=y2— qv Let SQ = (D1— x2/2)2+(D2+x1/2)2.
The
above linear transformation is symplectic and hence we can construct a unitary
operator by which S0 becomes unitarily equivalent to L0=—(dldy1)2-{-yl and also
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the operator H under consideration becomes unitarily equivalent to

(3.2)

L = DI+LO-AV ,

where Av=ay(y, Dy, x3) is defined by the Weyl formula
Arf= (2n
with the symbol
<*v(y, & *a) = <*v
3.2. Let Φ(JΊ) be the normalized eigenfunction associated with the first
eigenvalue 1 of L0. We define the projection P: L2(R3)—L2(R3) by

(Pf)(y, O =
and Q by Q=Id—P, Id being the identity operator.
we have the operator inequality

(3.3)

Since Av is non-negative,

PAvQ+QAyP^PAyP+QAyQ

in the form sense and hence L^Lλ+R19 where L1=P(D23— 2AV)P+P and Rλ=
Q(Di+L0-2Av)Q. We denote by N(\] LJ and N(\; RJ the number of
eigenvalues less than 1— λ of Lλ and R19 respectively.
Lemma 3.2. N(\ Rj) is bounded uniformly in λ.
Proof.

By definition,

and hence ΛΓ(λ R^ is dominated by the number of eigenvalues less than — 1/2— λ
of the operator R = Dl-\-(ll2)L0—2Av. As is easily seen, this quantity is
bounded uniformly in X, because R has essential spectrum beginning at 1/2.
Thus the proof is complete.
Π
3.3. We prove Λ^(λ; L^) to obey the bound as in the proposition. For
notational convenience, we write («7, 97), (z, ξ) and s for (yl9 q^, (y2, q2) and x3,
respectively. The operator Lλ can be considered as an operator acting on
. If we write (Pf)(ιo, z, s)=g(ss, s)φ(ιo), then we have
(PAvPf}(wy

z, s) = (Bvg)(z, ήφ(w) ,

where
(3.4)

Bvg = (Zw)'1 j j exp(ί(*-*')£)M(*+*')/2, ξ, s)g(*', ήdz'dξ
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with the symbol bv(z, ξ, s) defined by
l

r

bv = (2π)~ ( ( exp(i(fθ—ϊo')η)av((ιΰ+to )l29

zy η, ξ, s)φ(w

d

DEFINITION 3.3. We denote by S , — oo<rf<oo, the class of all smooth
symbols a(z, ξ, s) such that

for Ckl independent of s.
We define the operator aw(z, D2, s) with symbol a(z, ξ, s) by the Weyl
formula (3.4) and denote by OPSd the class of such operators with symbols of
class Sd.
Lemma 3.4.
OPS~m and

Let Bv=bv(z, Dz, s) be defined by (3.4).

Then Bv is of class

Proof. We give only a sketch. The proof uses the standard asymptotic
expansion method for oscillatory integrals ([5]).
We write bv= \ c(w, z, ξ, s)φ(w)sdw, where
c = (2π}~1 \ \ exp(—iηu)av(w+u/2, z, -η, ξ,s)φ(w+u)dud-η .
Since V satisfies (3.1) and since φ(w) falls off exponentially as |w|->oo, c is
asymptotically expanded as
c =

with some constants dj(d0=l), where the remainder CN satisfies the estimate

By normalization, 1 1 φ(«;) 12dw = I and hence the Taylor expansion formula gives
&κ(*ι t> s) = «F(U, *, 0, ξ , s)+a(z, ξ, s)
with αeS"1*"1.

This proves the lemma.

Π

3.4. The proof is complete in this step. Let U0= —(d/dz)2+z2.
We
can show ([7]) that the fractional power (Πo+^+l)^2 is of class OPSd and
hence it follows from Lemma 3.4 that
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for some 70>0. Thus, ΛΓ(X; Lλ) is dominated by the number of eigenvalues
less that — λ of
m/2

L2=

-(Q/dsy-70(Π0+έ+lΓ .

Therefore, we have only to evaluate the number of eigenvalues less than — X
of the operator

L2j = -(
2

acting on L (Rl).
Lemma 3.5 ([10]). Assume that v(s)^0 satisfies
\(l+\s\)v(s)ds<
and consider the operator h=—(dlds)2—v(s).
Then:
(i) The number N of negative eigenvalues of h satisfies

If I \s\v(s)ds<l, the eigenvalue E——a2, #>0, of the ground state of

(ii)
h satisfies

- \s\v(s)ds) .
The desired bound for ΛΓ(X; Lx) follows immediately from Lemma 3.5. In
fact, if j'^71(λ~1/(<'l~1)+l) for some 7^0, then L2ί has no eigenvalues less than
—X and also if y> f y 1 (λ~ 1/(lll ~ 1) +l), then the number of eigenvalues less than
— X of L2j is bounded uniformly in X. Thus the proof is now completed.

4

Asymptotics for N(\) in the case m>2

We shall prove the asymptotic formula (1.3) for the case m>2.
Proof of (1.3). The proof is done through several steps. Throughout the
proof, we again fix b=l and assume V(x) to satisfy (3.1) together with (V)m,
m>2. It suffices to prove (1.3) for such a class of potentials. In fact, if V(x)
satisfies (V)m only, then V(x) is approximated by a sequence of smooth potentials
satisfying (3.1) by the mollifier technique.
4.1.
(4.1)

Let ΛΓ0(λ; V) be defined by (1.4) with 6=1.
lim sup ΛΓ(χ)/Λ70(χ; V)^l .
λ->0

By a similar argument, we can also prove that

We shall prove that
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liminfΛΓ(λ)/Λ/o(λ; F)^l
λ->0

and hence (1.3) is obtained.
We prove (4.1) only. We keep the same notations as in section 3.
begin by the operator inequality
(4.2)

We

PAvQ

for any S>0 small enough.

By (4.2), L^L8+R8 for L defined by (3.2), where

L8 = P(D*-(1+S))AV)P+P ,

D. = -id Ids ,

Let -/V(λ; L8) and Λ^(λ; R8) be the number of eigenvalues less than 1— λ of
L8 and R8, respectively. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2,
; R8) is bounded uniformly in λ. Hence, (4.1) follows, if
(4.3)

lim lim sup N(\ Lδ)/ΛΓ0(λ V) ^ 1 .
δ10

λ->0

To prove this, we regard L8 as an operator acting on L2(R2ZfS) and write

with Bv=tiy(z, D2, s) defined by (3.4).
4.2. Let || || denote the operator norm when considered as an operator
from L2(Rl) into itself. By assumption (V)m with m>2, we can choose an
integer K so large that \\b?(z, DM9 ί)||^λ/2 for \s\ >(\β)K\-l/2. We further
take two smooth functions Xy =%,•($; K, λ), l^j^2, with the following properties: (i) O^Xj^l and Σy-i %>=!; (ii) %ι has support in {ί; \s\ <K\~1/2} and
/2
; (iii)

for β0>0 independent of X" and λ.
in L2(ΛJ), then
(4.4)

If we denote by < , > the scalar product

2

<A«, A«> = Σ /-ι

Let Bκ={(z, j); |ί| <^λ"1/2}. We denote by Lgr the self-adjoint realization in L2(BK) of Lδ under zero Dirichlet boundary conditions and by -/V(λ L8K)
the number of eigenvalues less than 1— λ of L8K. By the above choice of K
and by (4.4), it follows that
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As is easily proved,
(4.5)

lim lim sup ΛΓβ((l-δ) λ; F)/ΛΓ0(λ; V) = 1 .
δjo

λ->o

Hence, (4.3) follows, if
(4.6)

lim lim lim sup N(\ Lξκ)/N0(\

F) ^ 1 .

λ->0

4.3. We now consider D2s = —(d/ds)2 over the interval JK=(—K\~1/29
1/2
K\~ ) under zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. This operator has the
eigenvalues
(4.7)

λy = λ

and the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions
(4.8)

ψj(s ;K,\) = (-l)V'2iK-1/2\lft sin (j

where [ ] denotes the Gauss notation. For later use, we here note that \Jry
behaves like
(4 9Ϊ
(
' }

*=
^

-

'

'

odd

J
'
for; even,

We set N=2K2 and define the projection PN: L\BK)-+L\BK} by
s)ds^ri(s; K, λ)
and QN by QN=Id—PN.
Lϊκ^Aξκ+Bϊκ, where

By an operator inequality similar to (4.2), we obtain

ASK = PN(D2s-(l+2S)Bv)PN+PN

,

2

BS* = QN(D s-(l+δ+S->)Bv)QN+QN .
Let ΛΓ(λ; A$κ) and Λ^(λ; 5&) be the number of eigenvalues less than 1— λ of
Aξκ and Bξκ, respectively.
We assert that
lim lim sup 7V(λ; B%K)/NQ(\; V) = 0 .

jζ|oo

\->o

To prove this, we define the operator H8 acting on L2(R3X) by

and denote by N(\; H8) the number of eigenvalues lessthan 1— λ of H8.
the definition of QN>

By
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and hence we obtain by Proposition 3.1 that

This proves the above assertion.
(4. 10)

Thus, (4.6) follows, if

lim lim lim sup N(\ A?K)IN0(\
δ o jζfo*

λ->o

V) ^ 1 .

4.4. To prove (4.10), we regard A$κ as an operator acting on the space
-X#=2φL2(jRj), N summands, and represent A%B in the matrix form.
Let {λy}~»ι and {ψy}~.ι be defined by (4.7) and (4.8), respectively. The
matrix representation for PND2SPN is given by the diagonal matrix Kκ with the
components λy
Aκ = diag {λ1? -, λ*} ,

N=2K2,

and also the symbol of PNBVPN is represented in the matrix form Tκ(z, £; λ)—
{Ύjk(z, ξ λft^j.KέN with
(4.11)

7jk =

ψy(j; K, \)bv(z, ξ, s)+k(s; K, \)ds .

We now write Λ#+λ/rf=λZ)| for DA- = diag {μ^ •••, μN}
((π/2K)γ+ 1)1/2, and define G^(λ) : XN -+ XN by

with

/^; =

Let w(λ; Gκ(\)) be the number of eigenvalues greater than X of G(λ). Then,
N(\\Aξκ] coincides with w(λ/(l+2S); G^λ)). Hence, (4.10) follows from
(4.5), if
(4. 12)

lim lim sup n(\ GK(\))/N0(\

JKf0*

λ->0

F) ^ 1 .

4.5. We investigate the behavior as λ->0 of the symbol Tκ(z, ξ', X). To
do this, we first define the constant matrix Γ0 of size NxN, N=2K2, by Γ0=
(^o, 0, e0, 0, •••, 0, e0, 0) with the column vector *0='(1» °> !» °> — > °> ^ °) As
is easily seen, Γ0 is non-negative and
(4.13)

rankΓ 0 = 1.

We further define cv(z, ξ) by cv=\ bv(z, ξ, s)ds.
behaves like

(4.14)

cv = w(-ξy

According to Lemma 3.4, cv
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Lemma 4.1. Let the notations be as above and denote by \ | 0 the matrix
norm. Then, Tκ(z, ξ λ) is represented in the following form :
, ξ; λ) ,

where R1K and R2K satisfy the estimates

with κ=(m—2)l(2m), 0<*<l/2.
Proof.

Let/^-λ-1/24-*, λ~1/2+κ). We divide the integral (4.11) into two

parts; y/*=\ ds-\-\
J /

ds.

J J κ\J

Since bv is of class S~m by Lemma 3.4, the lemma

follows from (4.9) at once.
Π
Let Π0= — (d/dz)z-\-z2 again. Then it follows from Lemma 4.1 that for
any £>0 small enough, there exists ρ0= p0(£ ,K) such that

for λ, 0<λ<p0, where

If we denote by n(\ FΐK) the number of eigenvalues greater than λ of F9K then
w(λ; Gκ(\))^n(l— £)λ1/2; F8Λ:) for λ as above and hence (4.12) follows from
(4.5), if
(4.15)

lim lim lim sup n(\1/2: F,κ)IN0(\'y V)£ 1 .

i fβo 840

λ->o

4.6. The proof of (4.1) is completed in this step. We apply the Weyl
asymptotic formula for eigenvalues of pseudodifferential operators ([2], [4], etc.)
to prove (4.15).
Taking account of relation (4.14), we now define the principal symbol

and denote by {ωjtκ(z, f)}7,ι, ωltK^ ~^(ύM,κ> the eigenvalues of F<$(z, ξ).
Then we obtain by the Weyl asymptotic formula that
(4.16)

«(λV2; Ftκ) = fφ.; 6, K)(l+o(ί))

as λ-»0, where
; S, K) = (2πΓ Σ7-ι vol[{(«, ξ);
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We calculate the eigenvalues ωjΐK. Since rank Dκ1Γ0Dκl=l by (4.13), ωjeκ=
£<X £>~(m~l\ 2^>j^N, and also the non-zero eigenvalue vκ of D^Γ^Dί1 is
calculated as
vκ =

so that K~1vκ=l/2-\-o(l) as ^Γ~>oo.

Thus we have

and hence it follows that
lim lim lim sup w0(λ; £, K)INQ(\\

V)z*

-

This, together with (4.16), proves (4.15) and hence (4.1).
now complete.
5.

Thus the proof is

Case of singular potentials

As stated in section 1, the asymptotic formula obtained in the regular case
is extended to a certain class of potentials with singularities. We assume that:
(A.O)

V(x) admits a decomposition

(A.1)
(A.2)

F0(*) satisfies (*V,
FΊ(Λ ) e LF2(Rl) is a real function with compact support.

V=VQ(X)-\-VI(X)\

We do not necessarily assume V(x) to be positive.
Let H0 be defined by (1.5). Under assumptions (A.O)~(A.2), the multiplication operator V is relatively form-bounded with bound < 1 with respect to HQ
and hence H=H0—V admits a unique self-adjoint realization in L2(R3X).
Theorem 5. Assume (A.O)~(A.2). Then N(\) obeys the same asymptotic
formula as in Theorem 1.
For brevity, we fix δ=l as before and denote by N(\; V) the number of
eigenvalues less than 1— λ of H=H0—V.
Proposition 5.1.

Assume V(x) to satisfy (A.2).

Then

for any κ>0 small enough.
Proof. Let %yeC°°(Λj), l^j£2, be such that: (i) O^X^l and Σy-i X>
= 1 (ii) %j has compact support and Xλ= 1 on the support of V(x). Let h0(u, v)
and hv(u, v) be sesquilinear form associated with HQ and H=H0— V, respectively.
We again denote by ( , ) the scalar product in L2(R3X). Then we have by partial
integration that
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Xju)

fortt<ΞΞCf(Rl), where
gv(u, u) = hv(uy u)—(U0u, u)
2

2

with t7oW=Σy -ι|VXy| eC;r(lz;).
Since %j has compact support, there exists U^L3/2(R3X)
support such that

with compact

gv(v, v)-(v, ι»)^(l/2)(Vc, Vβ)-(t/», o)
for v^=')C1u.
that

Let w^X) be the maximal dimension of subspace in C%(R%) such

Then w1(λ) is dominated by the number of negative eigenvalues of the Schrϋdinger operator — (1/2)Δ — U and hence
(5.2)

by the Rosenbljum-Cwikel-Lieb bound ([6]).
Since X2 vanishes on the support of V(x)9 we can write
gv(v, v) = h0(v, v)—(U<py v)
for v=X2u.
that

Let m2(\) be the maximal dimension of subspace in C%(R3X) such
/φ, v)-(U0v, ϋ)<(l-λ)(«, v) ,

Then m2(\)=N(\ 9 UQ) and hence, by Proposition 3.1,
(5.3)

^(λ^Qλ-'+l)

for any /c>0 small enough. By (5.1), the min-max principle shows that
λ; V)^m1(\)+m2(\).
Thus the bounds (5.2) and (5.3) prove the proposition.
Π
Once the above proposition is established, Theorem 5 is verified in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem B, [11].
Proof of Theorem 5. Let 7V0(λ; V) be defined by (1.2), 0<w<2, and
(1.4), m<2, with 6=1. If V=V^ + Vl satisfies (A.O)~(A.2), then
(5.4)

lim-/V 0 (λ; F)/7V0(λ; FΌ) = 1 .
We now define the operators Γ/λ): L\Rl)^L\R3s), O^ ^l, by
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Γ0(λ) = (H0and Γ±(λ) by Γ±(λ)=Γ0(λ)±Γ1(λ).
Let fl0(X; £), 0<£ <1, be the number of eigenvalues greater than 1— 8 of
Γ0(X). Then

and hence by Theorem 1, it follows from (4.5) and (5.4) that
(5.5)

lim lim sup n0(\ 8)IN0(\
8J0

V] ^ 1 .

\->0

Let Wj(X; £) be the number of eigenvalues greater than 6 of 7\(λ). Then

and hence by Proposition 5.1,
(5.6)

lim sup ^(λ; 6)/N0(\; V) = 0 .
λ->o

For given self-adjoint compact operator 7", we denote by λ/T) the j-th
non-negative eigenvalue of T. If T is decomposed as T= Γ0+ 7\, then

This is well known as the Weyl inequality. We apply this to jΓ+(X)=jΓ0(X)+
Γ^λ). Since ΛΓ(λ; F0+ | V^) coincides with the number of eigenvalues greater
than 1 of T+(λ), we have

and hence it follows from (5.5) and (5.6) that
limsupΛΓ(χ;
λ->0

To estimate Λ^(X; V) from below, we write Γ0(X) as T0(\)=T,(\)+T1(\)
and use the Weyl inequality again to obtain

'Fo^Λ^λ; F0- 1 F
for any £>0 small enough.

Hence, the same argument as above proves that

lim inf N(\ V)IN0(\
λ ^O

and the proof is complete.

V) ^ 1
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